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Project Objective
Objective:

Design a bleed hole configuration for an
axisymmetric Busemann inlet to start at a freestream Mach of 3.5
(2600 mph). The inlet is to include a geometric
5.75”
contraction ratio of 5.8 and a bleed plenum
2.25”
incorporated into the internal structure.

2. Bleed Hole Location
Kantrowitz Limit gives area ratio requirements for
spontaneous inlet starting. The Kantrowitz Limit can be used to
determine location of bleed holes using a given freestream
Mach and known area ratios (assuming normal shocks).
• Contraction area ratio < 1.4 for Mach 3-5
• Contraction area ratio < 1.64 for Mach 5+

Kantrowitz Limit Spacing

Holes spaced evenly along the length of the inlet was
compared to holes spaced by the Kantrowitz Limit. Hole
total area was the same for both inlets and both designs
included 0.2” diameter holes. Cart3D was used to calculate
the mass capture ratio of the inlet designs and proved the
Kantrowitz Limit spacing to be more efficient.
Even
Spacing

Testing: Bleed perforation configuration will be validated via
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and wind tunnel experiments.

Cart3D was used to produce all CFD results for this project.
Cart3D is a high-fidelity inviscid tool developed by NASA Ames
for automated CFD.
Preliminary Design
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Importance of Bleed
• Hypersonic airbreathing vehicles are the
future for cruise missiles, reconnaissance
and space access
• Some limiting technology holding field back
 unstarted inlets
• Bleed perforations are inexpensive and
lightest solution to inlet starting (passive
starting solution) in comparison to variable
geometry and retractable doors

Design and Computational Results

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Turbo_ram_scramjet_comparative_diagram.svg

Preliminary design included holes sized by the Mölder
Theory. Holes were spaced evenly along the length of the inlet.
The bleed holes all had a diameter of 0.25”. The Mach contour
shows a normal shock at the beginning of the plenum.
Next Step: Isolate inlet to determine cause for normal shock

Mach 4

Mass Capture Ratio = 0.713

Kantrowitz
Spacing

Mass Capture Ratio = 0.760

Full Design and Backward Holes
The plenum was reintroduced to the isolated inlet
design with holes spaced by the Kantrowitz Limit. This full
inlet design was compared with holes angled at a -45° to
the freestream air. Results show holes angled backward
significantly reduce the mass capture for the inlet.

Unstarted Inlet – Mach 3.5

Research
• High contraction ratios at high speeds make inlet starting
difficult; but are desired for optimal performance
• As flight Mach number increases maximum started
contraction ratio will increase
• Introducing bleed holes effectively lowers the contraction
ratio, allowing operation at lower Mach ranges
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Inlet Isolation
Three different bleed hole configurations were investigated
for the isolated inlet. Although the Mach contours spanning the
length of the inlet seem similar, slices taken at two different
locations show offset aligned holes and smaller diameter holes
give more uniform flow which is ideal as it reduces pressure
losses and friction.
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1. Bleed Hole Size
Mölder Theory – Sannu Mölder “Flow Starting in High
Compression Hypersonic Air Inlets by Mass Spillage”
• Change in area of inlet = necessary mass spillage
𝒅𝑾 = −𝒌𝒑 𝒅𝑨
• Perforation coefficient accounts for the fact that bleed
holes are in boundary layer and flow must turn to enter
bleed holes

Mass Capture Ratio = 0.882
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Mass Capture Ratio = 0.677
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Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions
•
•
•

Mölder Theory with Kantrowitz spacing proved most efficient
Offset and smaller diameter holes produced more uniform flow
Angled holes were less efficient due to small thickness of wall

Future Work – Wind Tunnel Testing
90° offset
bleed holes

•
•
•

90° linear
small diameter
bleed holes

Test at Mach 3.5 in GoHypersonic Inc. (Dayton, OH) wind tunnel
Total designed hole area ≈ 1% larger than theoretically
determined hole size
Excess holes will be plugged with dental paste to determine
minim required hole area

